
Career Spotlight: Crystal Brooks 

Twelve years ago, Crystal Brooks was working as a Kelly temporary employee at a call center in Kentucky. 

When several Kelly employees approached her about working for Kelly full-time, Crystal immediately knew 

what she would do. She recognized that as a Kelly employee, she would have unique opportunities to 

grow and learn, so she accepted her first role as a staffing supervisor. Crystal also worked as an on-site 

supervisor in Kentucky before moving to Georgia after getting married. 

In Georgia, Crystal also worked as an on-site manager, then as a branch manager, sales manager, and 

operations manager. Today, she is a senior operations manager in Atlanta, Georgia.  

Crystal and her husband have a 12-year-old son and spend much of their time watching him play baseball 

and basketball. 

Proudest work-related experience: During her 12 years with Kelly, Crystal has taken advantage of all 

those opportunities that originally drew her to become a full-time employee. 

Thanks to her motivation, and the support of her colleagues, Crystal has made the most of each 

opportunity and is proud of her career growth. “When I look back on my career, I know it’s been 

successful,” she explains. “I’ve been able to move up and have many different experiences." 

Most valuable work-related skill: For Crystal, her most valuable work-related skill is her ability to 

identify customer issues and create solutions to fix them. “I’m able to quickly come up with a plan of 

action,” she says. “I’ve developed this skill thanks to the great people I work with at Kelly. I’ve learned 

and grown a lot over the years.”  

Kelly’s effect on personal growth: Since joining Kelly, Crystal says that she’s matured professionally. 

“I’ve become more well-versed in our business offerings and in how to lead people,” she says. “I’m happy 

that I’ve been able to help others achieve success with the skills I’ve learned here.” 

Most important lesson learned at Kelly: Crystal is a true team player, and her understanding of 

teamwork has evolved over the course of her Kelly career. “I’ve learned how to make a team run 

efficiently,” she explains. “No matter what you’re doing, it takes a team to get there.” 

Overall experience working for Kelly: “Thankful” and “blessed” is how Crystal describes her Kelly 

experience. “I’ve had a great 12 years,” she recalls. “I’m very loyal to Kelly because Kelly’s been loyal to 

me.”  

Career development tactics: Crystal’s career management strategy centers on her willingness to help 

wherever she’s needed. “I volunteer to take on extra projects and solve problems,” she says. “I’m very 

involved because I want us to be successful as a company and to be recognized as the best.”  

Most interesting aspect of current job: Currently, Crystal is managing one of the area’s top 

customers, AmericasMart, a leading international source for consumer goods. She enjoys developing 

recruiting plans for this customer and meeting new people, both AmericasMart employees and new Kelly 

candidates.  

Current projects: Crystal and the team are currently preparing for an AmericasMart ramp up in January. 

Typically, about 25 Kelly temporary employees work at AmericasMart, but in January, that number is 

expected to rise to 175 to 200 people for the Gift and Rug Show.  

Career advice: “Be open minded,” Crystal tells those who approach her for career advice. “Be flexible 

and willing to learn. This will help you grow and see different sides to many situations.” 



Advice on seeking new challenges: Kelly is filled with challenging jobs, and Crystal advises her 

colleagues to embrace the challenges of their current roles. “If a challenge comes up that is out of your 

comfort zone, be sure to take it,” she advises. “There are new challenges every day at Kelly, you just 

have to reach out and grab one.” 

Kelly’s differentiators: Crystal sees her fellow colleagues and Kelly’s service delivery as major 

differentiators from other companies. “It’s just who we are; it’s our integrity,” she explains. “We are the 

best at what we do.” 

Do you know a Kelly employee who is making a difference to the Company and has worked in several 

different geographies or divisions? If so, nominate him or her for the Career Spotlight by sending a 

message to kellynews@kellyservices.com. 
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